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Team Number: 3

Team Members: Diego Garcia, Luis Belmontes, Ankeet Prasai, Karen Liu, Xingtong Zhang

Project Name: Solved3

Project Synopsis:
Software and Hardware application that will use motors to solve a rubik’s cube in any state by
using an algorithm.

Project Description:
The project came to light by exploring the unique problem of solving a rubik’s cube. Our team
shares the joy of solving rubik’s cubes. We then decided it would be interesting to develop
software that can use known algorithms to indicate what steps to follow to solve a cube in any
state. The project will also involve image processing as we’ll have to use cameras to capture the
state of the cube and translate the data. Fearing that our project lacked complexity, a hardware
component was decided upon where claw-like components powered by motors will physically
change the state of the cube based on the encoded algorithm to solve it. The opportunity to work
with hardware was appealing to all team members since we were all computer science majors
who don’t have many opportunities to work with hardware in our degree program. It will also be
to great benefit that our team works with hardware because we’ll learn more about the
integration of software and hardware. Ultimately, the end result of our project is to have a fully
functional hardware application that can be given a rubik’s cube in any state and be solved
mechanically by the integration of hardware, software, and algorithms.

Project Milestones:
First Semester:

● Finish initial research on hardware and software implementation, for hardware research
best parts to use, potential 3-D printing, integration of all the different systems together.
Deadline: 10/17/2021

● Have the Rubik’s cube solving algorithm ready, this means that the application will be
able to tell what is the next step based on the state of the cube.
Deadline: 12/1/2021

● Have our hardware set up so that we have the mechanics of how to move the cube.
Essentially just making sure that our hardware implementation will be ready to begin.
Deadline: 12/3/2021



Second Semester:
● Finalize the basic structure of the cube and start to implement our algorithm for the cube.

Deadline: 2/11/2022
● Create an app that will use our algorithm to tell a user the move required to solve the

cube.
Deadline: 3/11/2022

● Integrate the app with our hardware so that the app shows what the next step is, while the
hardware physically does it.
Deadline: 3/25/2022

● Add extra functionality depending on how much we have advanced. Fine tune any small
details and optimize our implementation.
Deadline: 4/29/2022



Project Budget:

Items Quantity Price Vendor

Raspberry Pi 1 $ 175.99 Amazon | link

Servo Motors 5 $ 25 Amazon | link

3-D Printing 1 $ 25-400 N/A

Wiring Kit + Arduino 1 $ 42.89 Elegoo | link

Raspberry pi cam 1 $ 26.39 Weewooday | link

Rubiks Cube 3 $ 8.79 D-fantix | link

Speed Cube 2 $ 71.45 Gan | SpeedCubeShop

Soldering Iron 1 $ 128.99 SainSmart | link

Total $ 568.53 Total excluding possible 3-D printing
costs.

Ethical Issues:
● In order to monitor the current stage of our user’s rubik’s cube, the use of a camera is

necessary to capture every face of rubik’s cube. The application will then process the
algorithm and output the move instruction to the user. This can possibly lead to user
privacy problems, since every taken image needs to be processed through the application,
those images could include background information that might violate the user's privacy.
Since taking images is required for the use of this application, a possible way to address
this issue is to remind users at the starting phase of camera use and to obtain permission
from them. That way, it’s their responsibility whether or not they want to share their
images through our application.

● The fun of the rubik’s cube is the process of learning to solve. Having a program
available to teach about how to solve rubik’s cube might affect people’s willingness to
learn to solve the rubik’s cube themselves since there’s a program available that may be
more efficient at solving the rubik’s cube when compared to the majority of human
beings. The popularity of automating physical tasks may lead society to always rely on
technology and disconnect us from reality. So although a project like this takes us actual
work, it still may discourage people from trying on their own with no help from
technology because it’s just not necessary anymore and not fun anymore.

https://www.amazon.com/CanaKit-Raspberry-8GB-Extreme-Kit/dp/B08B6F1FV5/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?crid=10Z14A23PCLPI&dchild=1&keywords=raspberry%2Bpi&qid=1635807079&sprefix=raspberry%2Bpi%2Caps%2C130&sr=8-2-spons&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExOUVFRU9VUEVWSlREJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUExMDQzOTYxMVBKTkFXTktGU1hVWSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMTA2OTcwR1NNQkdJR1lVWURZJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Smraza-Helicopter-Airplane-Control-Arduino/dp/B07L2SF3R4/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=servo&qid=1635806790&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyVEhLQ1BWRUxQU0hWJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMTkyNjMxMkZSVVcyQjE2NzZaRSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMjA3MzA3R1FIMVdOSE1VREU0JndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/ELEGOO-Project-Tutorial-Controller-Projects/dp/B01D8KOZF4/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2UVFQV8OOK6T3&dchild=1&keywords=arduino+starter+kit&qid=1635347369&qsid=130-2217654-3422431&sprefix=ardui%2Caps%2C226&sr=8-4&sres=B009UKZV0A%2CB01D8KOZF4%2CB01EWNUUUA%2CB07B7JJQMF%2CB01DGD2GAO%2CB01CZTLHGE%2CB07XJNJB8R%2CB00UET6VJ6%2CB08RHXXGCJ%2CB074WMHLQ4%2CB08B4JY95V%2CB07K9L716J%2CB092Z449GX%2CB0874GGGVJ%2CB07BLV5LFY%2CB07B7JK5TL
https://www.amazon.com/MakerFocus-Wide-Angle-Automatically-Day-Vision-Night-Vision/dp/B07DPNDP6R/ref=sr_1_6?crid=2UP46NGCPHMTC&dchild=1&keywords=raspberry%2Bpi%2Bcam&qid=1635807096&qsid=147-7233528-0244038&sprefix=raspberry%2Bpi%2Bcam%2Caps%2C125&sr=8-6&sres=B083BHJZ16%2CB012V1HEP4%2CB07QS69PCW%2CB07DPNDP6R%2CB07QNSJ32M%2CB07R4JH2ZV%2CB07L2SY756%2CB01ER2SKFS%2CB07SN8HB1R%2CB08M9RY3DQ%2CB07RWCGX5K%2CB089LM5D1T%2CB07RXKZ1KN%2CB07ZZ2K7WP%2CB088NH3ZS5%2CB08Q34FKFY&srpt=CAMCORDER&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/FantiX-Cyclone-Speed-Stickerless-Puzzles/dp/B00PM722OI/ref=sr_1_7?crid=DCHQPLHWGR44&dchild=1&keywords=rubiks+cube&qid=1635347076&qsid=130-2217654-3422431&sprefix=rubiks%2Caps%2C244&sr=8-7&sres=B00YBWOMRA%2CB00I19QZX8%2CB00PM722OI%2CB07VFZ72XC%2CB08JYVKJTG%2CB07W5QM4DP%2CB07WMB54CC%2CB06XW75KZW%2CB086PNKX2P%2CB07SRVJSB2%2CB07TXRTHDC%2CB077JLT82G%2CB06Y4GF966%2CB07RSZ7W65%2CB07VXR4GMG%2CB004FG0ZWI%2CB004UTTXJG%2CB07W7TGWDR%2CB0881PCPDZ%2CB076Y3VMSR&srpt=PUZZLES
https://speedcubeshop.com/collections/3x3-speed-cubes/products/gan-11-m-pro-3x3?variant=32085146632305
https://www.amazon.com/SainSmart-Upgraded-Soldering-Adjustable-Temperature/dp/B08B8L7C8D/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=soldering%2Biron%2Bts80&qid=1635347180&qsid=130-2217654-3422431&sr=8-3&sres=B07G71CKC4%2CB08B8L7C8D%2CB07HP1P51J%2CB07KCFLX9N%2CB07PTPQY6F%2CB096X6SG13%2CB08FDWLXSJ%2CB087832Y16%2CB08K7BCJP2%2CB071FYC38F%2CB083NYXFJV%2CB073BJ3TMP%2CB00ANZRT4M%2CB071K5FNGT%2CB0183RJIUE%2CB07DDG18B9%2CB08M9B4MP4%2CB077JDGY1J%2CB000TGNWCS%2CB08V85Z1G9&srpt=SOLDERING_IRON&th=1


Intellectual Property Issues:
● We will be the first to admit that we are not the first to create a rubik’s cube program or

algorithm. The algorithms to solve rubik's cubes are open source and available all over
the internet. However we understand that we will not grow if we merely copy off of what
is available over the internet. Our goal for this project is to first learn from the algorithms
and solutions available online and to create our implementation. Therefore we will be
trying our absolute best to come up with our own original ideas, and everytime we use
either open source libraries or free to use algorithms we will credit the source.

Change Log:
The deadlines of our milestones shifted drastically since we underestimated the amount of
research that needed to be done to move forward with designing or formulating possible
implementations.

We’ve decided to push our project milestone for the second semester a bit further since we’re
still having some troubles with the algorithms and we’ve not yet had it complete. We might also
have to switch from app to web-only, setting up the hardware may require more time.

Design Constraints:
When thinking about the way that we are going to implement the hardware, we arrived at a point
in which we had to decide how the cube is going to be turned. We decided that there are two
main design constraints that need to be addressed. Since we plan on using servo motors, we had
to make sure that we choose proper motors that will be able to turn the cube with ease. This way,
we avoid putting too much stress on the motors and potentially damaging or even breaking them,
this is the first part of our design constraint. To solve this, we chose servo motors that will have
enough torque to be able to turn a Rubik’s cube with ease. Another way to ensure that the
Rubik’s cube can be turned properly is by purchasing Rubik’s cubes that are designed for speed
solving. These speed solving cubes require very little force to turn the edges, and their tension
can be easily adjusted using a screwdriver or a tool of some sort. This will help us avoid any
issues that can come up if our servo motors end up not having enough torque. These cubes can
also be lubricated if taken apart, adding on to our measures of avoiding this issue. The second
part of this design constraint comes when deciding how we are going to be able to use the servo
motors. For this, we are going to design, and 3D print some basic components that can be fitted
into the center of the cube. The center pieces can be removed easily, and when removed, it
creates a slot in which we can insert a 3D printed part that can be attached to the motors. By
doing so, this will allow for the cube’s faces to be turned properly.



(Credit: Xingtong Zhang)

Credit: (DIEGO GARCIA)

Our rubik's cube implementation will follow two popular beginner friendly algorithms. These
two algorithms don't have an official name but they have a similar approach to solving the cube.
The algorithm solves the cube layer by layer which makes the implementation slightly easier
because we don't have to look at very specific colors, cells or states of the cube to perform an
operation. Advanced and speed solving algorithms require this but will be much harder to
implement since our team members aren't at all familiar with these algorithms. One can say that
the constraints of our implementation depends on the complexity of the algorithms we intend to
use. The algorithms that we use start off by first picking a face that



represents a color which is the color cell in the middle. In this face, a cross made up of the same
color must be obtained. Next, the corners are changed to match the color of any face that it
touches by doing so the layer on the adjacent faces is being completed. The cross should also
have been completed in manner so that the colors cell match the adjacent faces. To complete the
second layer of the cube, specific steps need to be followed to move pieces in the right place
without undoing the progress made in the first layer. Similarly, this will be the case for
completing the last layer of the cube. The first layer of cube will likely be the trickiest because
specific colors can be anywhere whereas for the 2nd and 3rd layer the color cells needed will be
in similar locations. So, it'll be easier just to apply the algorithms to solve the cube. This is a
brief explanation of the process that goes behind completing a rubik's cube with basic
algorithms. To implement this with our python code, our idea is to create functions that can carry
out specific steps of the algorithm that will modify our data structure that represents a rubik's
cube. The solver function will look for specific states of the cube to apply the correct function to
move forward in the completion of the cube. It's important that we don't alter the rubik's cube
data structure in a way that isn't physically possible. This is also key because our implementation
will be carried out by the hardware so it could damage the cube. The same functions that modify
the rubik's cube data structure will be programmed to send signals to servo motors to perform
operations on the actual cube. Lastly, the image processing piece of our project will be carried
out by a camera connected to the raspberry pi. The python library opencv will be used for image
processing that will ultimately translate the physical state of the cube to match the data structure
of our cube in our python code.

We decided to use python as our base coding language for the Rubik’s Cube project. It offers a
large amount of python libraries that can be useful for our future development on the image
processing for the Rubik’s Cube. The complexity and shortage of C++ language isn’t ideal for
this project, while on the other hand, python is easy to lean and easy to put in practice when
comparing to other low-level programming language for example C++ which becomes harder as
the program advance its features, there might be a case where one of the team members isn’t
familiar with the python language, the simplicity and easy to learn features allows the team
member to quickly catch up with the development of our projects. The simplicity and easy to use
features of python allows us to write simple and easily readable code, this is helpful when we are
trying to develop algorithm learning and image processing. Also, the python libraries play a
crucial role in developing image and data manipulation applications for our Rubik’s Cube, there
are tons of libraries out there that fit our needs for image processing for both the application
itself and the future development on our hardware side. The overall reason why we are moving
from a low-level language to python is for the simplicity and easy use purpose and the libraries
that can speed up the process when developing the key features of the Rubik's Cube solver.


